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An ENG 101 Final Portfolio consists of one critical reflection and two thoroughly developed and fully revised 
academic essays that showcase the academic writing abilities the student has developed during the term. 
 
 

In order to satisfy the University of Maine’s ENG 101 requirement, at least two ENG 101 instructors other than the 
student’s instructor must agree that the portfolio demonstrates the ability to meet course outcomes. These readers 
will comment briefly on the portfolio’s demonstration of each of the four traits outlined below. After writing 
comments, using the back of this form if necessary, readers will make an overall judgment. 

 
 

1.  The critical reflection should demonstrate a reflective awareness of academic writing abilities: While all 
critical reflections should cite and analyze passages from the two accompanying academic essays using concepts 
described by this rubric, students may also reflect on course texts (whether previously published or produced by 
colleagues) as a way to provide additional context for their two academic essays, present strategies used during 
their writing and revising processes, and/or discuss developments in their thinking about writing and reading. 

  
How would you describe the critical reflection’s demonstration of reflective awareness? 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2.  The portfolio should demonstrate the ability to observe the conventions of academic discourse:  
        Do the portfolio’s texts provide adequate contexts for the arguments they make?  
        Are important names and terms adequately defined?  

     Are controlling purposes apparent?  
     Are lines of inquiry adequately revealed and followed?  
     Are major claims appropriately supported—whether by lines of reasoning, extended examples, quotations, 

paraphrase, or summary? 
 

How would you describe this portfolio’s demonstration of academic discourse conventions? 
 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3.  The portfolio should demonstrate the ability to provide a critical interpretation of texts:  
     Does the portfolio provide analysis of passages from works read?  
     Does the portfolio provide critical contexts through which at least a few passages are examined?  

When appropriate, is one course text used to provide a context for understanding another? 
 

How would you describe the portfolio’s demonstration of the ability to critically interpret texts? 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________   

4.  The portfolio should demonstrate the ability to attend to the mechanics of academic writing:  
        Do the portfolio texts contain adequate citations for sources used? Are the citation formats consistent?  

     Do the essays contain adequate works cited pages?  
Do the portfolio texts suggest the ability to control the mechanics of usage and punctuation sufficiently to avoid 

misleading or confusing readers?  
 

How would you describe the portfolio’s attention to the mechanical and technical conventions of academic writing? 
  
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Does this portfolio demonstrate the ability to meet course outcomes and thus pass review? 

 
        ____________Yes                                               ____________No                                 


